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The purpose of this non-paper is to provide a constructive contribution to discussions
on inter-operability in the Oslo process.

Oslo-process participants share the goal of developing, by mid-2008, a convention
that prohibits the use of cluster munitions which cause unacceptable harm to civilians.
In the longer term, the ultimate aim of the international community should be the
universal application of this convention.

However, many States are not participating in the Oslo-process and, at this time, do
not intend to accede to a future convention. It can be expected that, in the short to
medium term, many of these non-State parties will continue lawfully to produce and
use cluster munitions prohibited under any convention.

Recognition of this reality should not imply condoning the continued use of cluster
munitions which cause unacceptable harm. Indeed, States should be advocates for an
effective convention and seek to promote its ultimate universalisation. However, in
the interim, many States believe there is a need to address a genuine concern
regarding inter-operability with non-States parties.

Article 1 Cc)of the discussion text aims to promote universalisation by imposing
obligations which are designed also to affect the behaviour of non-State parties. In its
current form, the Aliicle creates significant obstacles to the maintenance of alliance
relationships and to participation in future multi-national operations with non-State
parties, including those aimed at restoring international peace and security or other
humanitarian objectives.

For many States, inter-operability is a matter of critical national security. Ultimately,
if concerns about inter-operability prevent States from committing to the Convention,
the goal of universalisation is undermined.

ARTICLE I(C) OF THE OSLO-PROCESS DISCUSSION TEXT AND ITS
IMPLICATIONS FOR INTERNATIONAL OPERATIONS

The current Article 1Cc)prohibition would apply to international operations where
persOlmel from a State party to a future cluster munitions convention:

• assist, encourage or induce
• persOlmel from a non-State pmiy to that convention
• to use, develop, produce, acquire, stockpile, retain or transfer cluster munitions

that are prohibited under that convention.



This would presumably require mental and causation elements to be satisfied. In
other words, a State and its personnel would attract liability for acts which have, and
are intended to have, a substantial effect in facilitating a specific act prohibited under
the current draft of Oslo discussion text.

The current text could inhibit a range of military activities essential to the
effectiveness of international operations (that involve non-State parties who may use
cluster munitions). This would render participation by State parties in such operations
unworkable. For instance, the prohibition could potentially affect essential inter
operability functions where a State party's personnel:

• engage in headquarters, mission or other plmming activities while embedded with
non-State party personnel in coalition structures;

• call in close air support or artillery fire support, including for force protection,
from non-State party persoill1el;

• relay intelligence relating to targeting to non-State party personnel;
• provide logistics (such as refuelling services, air traffic control and other support)

to non-State party forces;
• conduct joint training exercises with a non-State party's forces.

A DIFFERENT PROBLEM FROM ANTI-PERSONNEL MINES (APM)

Many States parties to the Ottawa Convention have accommodated the APM
prohibition on assistance, encouragement or inducement by issuing strict guidance
limiting involvement in prohibited APM activities. In some cases, States have issued
declarations interpreting the scope of the prohibition. In the limited circumstances
where embedded officers may be exposed to APMs, these officers can feasibly
remove themselves from the decision-making process.

Unfortunately, the same strategies are unlikely to work for cluster munitions.

It is reasonable to expect that cluster munitions are much more likely than APM to be
used by States in future operations. Cluster munitions form a critical component in the
arsenals of such States. By contrast, APMs are less likely to be used in modem
coalition warfare, having reduced military utility where conventional battles are fast
moving or operations are non-conventional or insurgent in nature.

Further, it is much more likely that Oslo-signatories may be inadvertently captured by
the prohibition because of the wide variety of planned and unplanned scenarios in
which cluster munitions may be used and the short planning lead time involved.

It is not feasible for officers working in coalition headquarters to constantly stand
aside from operational planning, or for forces to refrain from calling in air support (in
circumstances where it is the effect which is called for, not a particular type of
munition), or to refrain from providing generallogistical support. The inability to
undertake these tasks would undermine significantly the ability of States to operate in
coalition and maintain alliance relationships.



ILLUSTRATIVE SCENARIOS

The following scenarios illustrate at a practical level how the prohibition could affect
common inter-operability activities:

In each of the situations below, Country A is a party to afuture cluster munitions
convention which includes a prohibition on assistance, encouragement and
inducement as currently proposed. Country B is a non-State party to the cluster
munition convention and is operating with Country A in a UNSC-mandated
international operation to restore peace and security in Country C. It is assumed that
the cluster munitions to be used in each situation are prohibited under the convention.

SCENARIO 1: AIR OR ARTILLERY SUPPORT

An Army Forward Air Controller.ft'om Country A calls in an air strike or artillery
support by Country B against a mobile, dispersed target in Country C. The Army
Forward Air Controller does not request a specific munition, but rather requests a
'specific effect'. In this situation, the Army Forward Air Controller either knows:

(a) that the aircraft from Country B available for the task are carrying cluster
munitions, or
(b) that the aircraft available fi'om Country B often carry cluster munitions when
tasked with this type of mission.

It could be argued that Scenario 1(a) amounts to inducement or encouragement in the
prohibited use of cluster munitions. The Army Forward Air ControJJer has requested
the air strike knowing that cluster munitions are highly likely to be used.

In scenario 1(b), the Army Forward Air Controller does not actually know that the
aircraft is carrying cluster munitions, but knows that there is significant chance that
this is the case. In these circumstances, it is possible that the request by the Air
Controller may be considered to amount to inducement or encouragement in the
prohibited use of cluster munitions.

SCENARIO 2: REFUELLING SERVICES

Country A's Air to Air Refuelling aircraft is requested to refuel an aircraft from
Country B which is about to conduct an attack in CountlJ) C approved through the
coalition chain of command In this situation, Country A's aircrew either know:

(a) that the aircraft they are about to refuel is carrying cluster munitions, or
(b) that the aircraft they are about to refuel frequently carry cluster munitions.

It could be argued that Scenario 2(a) amounts to assistance in the prohibited use of
cluster munitions. Country A's aircrew know that the aircraft they are refuelling is
carrying cluster munitions and is about to attack a target. By refuelling the aircraft,
Country A may be considered to have 'assisted' the aircraft to deploy them.

In scenario 2(b), Country A's aircrew are not actuaJJy aware that the aircraft they are
refuelling is calTying cluster munitions. However, they have a strong suspicion that



there may be cluster munitions on board. In those circumstances, it is possible that
Country A and its aircrew may be considered to have assisted the use of cluster
munitions.

Assuming the refuelling aircraft is outside the territory of Country C, a further
question may arise as to whether Country A has assisted the transfer of cluster
munitions into the territory of Country C.

SCENARIO 3: AIR TRAFFIC CONTROL

An Air Traffic Controllerfi'om Country A operating in a Coalition Air Operations
Centre directs the air movements of an aircraft from Country B and passes on
coordinates/or a target. In this situation, the Air Traffic Controller either:

(a) knows that Country B 's aircraft will use cluster munitions in the attacks, or
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armed with cluster munitions and knows from experience that many of the aircraft
carry cluster munitions when tasked with this particular strike mission.

It could be argued that Scenario 3(a) amounts to assisting the use of cluster munitions.
The Air Traffic Controller knows that the aircraft is carrying cluster munitions and
helps the aircraft to find its target.

In Scenario 3(b), the Air Traffic Controller is not sure the aircraft is carrying cluster
munitions, but is put on notice that this may be the case. It is possible that Country A
and its Air Traffic Controller may be considered to have assisted the aircraft in these
circumstances.

SCENARIO 4: MULTI-NATIONAL STAFF FUNCTIONS

An Army staff ojjicerfrom Country A is embedded into the operational level
headquarters in the Country C and is part of the headquarters decision-making
process. The officer is re,sponsiblefor planning an air operation, but is not
responsible for determining the weapons used by national contingents to carry our rhe
particular attack. However, the officer knows that the aircraft available.ft·om Country
B often CaT'!)! cluster munitions when rasked with rhis type o.fmission.

It could be argued that Scenario 5 amounts to assistance, inducement or
encouragement in the use of a prohibited type of cluster munition. The staff officer
has promulgated an operational order that led to an air strike, knowing that cluster
munitions may be used.

There are many other similar scenarios that reveal significant problems for coalition
military operations. State parties could be internationally responsible for a breach of
the assistance prohibition in many of these situations. Pursuant to Article 9 of the
discussion text, individual State party persOlmel could also face prosecutions under
the domestic criminal law of their State. To avoid putting its armed forces in such a
position, a state may decline to make a substantial contribution to international
operations. This may also have a humanitarian cost.



OPTIONS FOR ADDRESSING THE INTER-OPERABILITY CONCERN

In order to ensure the convention attracts the most support and delivers the greatest
practical impact, there is a need to address the inter-operability issues created by the
current draft text of Article 1(c). There are several factors which should be considered
in this process.

First, the prohibition on assistance, encouragement and inducement causes the most
significant and intractable inter-operability problems when applied to use, transfer,
and in some circumstances, retention and stockpiling. The prohibition is less
problematic when it applies to developing, producing or acquiring cluster munitions.

Second, the prohibition should not be drafted so as to capture acts of assistance,
encouragement or inducement which cmmot reasonably be avoided if personnel are to
carry out essential inter-operability activities. This would include situations where
those personnel may have constructive knowledge that their acts may in some way
contribute to the types of activities prohibited under the current discussion text.

Taking these factors into account, Oslo-process participants should engage in a
constructive manner to revisit the text in order to develop an appropriate solution.




